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IS FOURIER DECOMPOSITION TECHNIQUE 
APPLICABLE TO INTERFERENCE SPECTROSCOPY? 

Chandrasekhar Roychoudhuri 

UMARIO 

i 10 patrone de hace multiple ocurren solamente cuando los haces se han superpuesto en sen lido real fisico, 
entonce la funci6n de re pue la de instrumentos como el Fabry-Perot y la rejilla a pulsos corto debe ser dependiente 
a la forma orden de la interferencia. La conclu i6n anterior no igue de la tecnica de de composici6n de Fourier. 
Adema ,encontramo que la frecuencia instantanea es mas relevante que las componentes en frecuencia de Fourier en 
experimento de interferencia. 

All TRACT 

If multiple-beam interference pattern is produced only when th e multiple beams are superpo ed in the real 
ph ical ense, then the instrumental re ponse curve of Fa ry-Perot and gratings to short pulses should be pulse
shape and order dependent. Such a conclu ion does not conform with the Fourier decompo ition technique. Further 
we find that the in tantaneous frequency is more relevant than Fourier component frequency in interference ex
periment. 

I. Introduction 

In a previou erie of paper (Roychoudhuri 1975a, 1975b, 1976, 1977) an attempt wa made 
to analyze the re pon e of Fabry-Perot interferometer (FP) and grating to light pulses of very hort 
duration using the causal concept of real phy ica1 uperpo ition of the multitude of beams replicated 
from the parent pul e by the e in truments. The major conclu ion ha been that the instrumental re -
pon e function for conventional spectrometer like FP and grating depend not only on the pulse shape 
but al 0 on time, which has apparently been ignored by people doing pectro copy of pico- and nano-
econd light pul e (both regular coherent and random spontaneous pul e ). Thu to do proper pec

tro copy of pul ed light, one must kr.ow the hape of the incident pul e to compute the instrumental 
re pon e curve (ee Equation 14) that hould be deconvolved from the recorded instrumental pattern 
to extract the true pectral information. 

U ers of Fourier transform technique of decompo ing a time-pulse into a series of infinitely 
long (monochromatic) ingle frequency radiations apparently feel no need for uch a conclusion, be
cau e they can deconvolve the monochromatic in trumental respon e function from the recorded pattern 
due to a pulse. 

So in the next ection we shall compare the results 'of Fourier decomposition technique with 
those obtained by the principle of real phy ical superposition. And following that we shall present 
a di cu ion on the reality of Fourier component frequencie . 

II. Comparison of the Two Interpretations 

Let u begin with the Fourier decomposition interpretation. Suppose we clip off an ideal rec
tangular pul e t(t) of width ~t (Figure 1) from a tabilized single mode (va) laser beam focused through 
a, ay 10 !Jlll, pinhole on the rim of a disc rotating at a very high speed. Then the Fourier decom
position implies that 

F. T. 
J(t) [rect. of width bt] +---~ F (v - va) = ~t sinc 3t (v - vo) ~t (1) 

Thus we have a large number of monochromatic frequencies given by a sinc function who e full width 
at half the maximum (Figure 1) is ~VF where 

(2) 

Let u now imagine that we have two gratings of the same resolving power f!,l = 105 : the first one 
with a total number of lines N = 105 working at the m = 1 order and the second one with N = 103 

lines and m = 102 order. Classically, the resolving power is 

v 
mN (3) 
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Fig. 1. (a) An ideal rectangular pulse of light of frequency Vo of width ~t. (b) Distribution of the Fourier decomposed 
monochromatic components of the rectangular put e. 

, ,~ 

where aVG i the full width at half maximum. he factor Q...9 appear becau e the grating re 01 ing power 
i defined (following the Rayleigh criterion) u ing the wia from the center of the peak to where 
it goe to zero for the fir t time; thi width i a little ~.,r (1 /dJr), than the half-width bVG we 
are u ing. We prefer to u e the half-width criterion becau e of the fact that our in trumental re ponse 
function doe not go to zero for either the FP or the grating. Both the grating under eli cu ion will 
gi e the arne in trumental half-width a long a the product 1n remain con tant (Equation 3). If we 
a cept the Fourier de ompo ition a a reality, then for each component frequency we hould get a grating 
re pon e of {un tional form, 

G(m = v"tm) = (4) 

where "tnt = mA/ e} rnA being the delay between the con ecutive wavefront in the m-th order. hen 
the total effecti e width, bVFGJ of the grating pattern prod uc d by a ingle frequency (vo) rectangular 
pul e, t( t)} hould beVg.i~en: by the convolution, 

C6~~ fqw.. 
G(v"tm) EB F (v) (5) 

ow, uppo e we hoo e a pul e f(t) of width bt u h that it contain 103 complete optical de (im
pI ing a pul e of pico econd order in the vi ible range), that i, 

Then, u ing Equation (2) and (6), the Fourier haH·width 
I'Z. 
~ '-'L. 

bVF = - = (;HT X 10-3 v, 
bt 

Wherea the ratino- half-wi lth, [rom Equation (3) i 

'-2-
avo = (}..9-X 10-5 V 

(6) 

(7) 

( ) 

hu the width of the monochromatic grating response function G (v"tm) i two order of magnitud 
narrower than the Fourier frequency di tribution function F (v) for our cho en ca e. Then the effective 
width of the grating pattern to the hort pul e f(i)} In pite of the convolution (relation 5), i approx
imatel that of the Fourier half-width, 

(9) 

Probably, uch ob ration ha e 0 far gi en the impre ion that the Fourier decompo ition technique 
explain. the reality very well. 

Let u now look at the very proce by which a grating produce its interferen e (diffraction) 
pattern. Following Hu gen ' principle all the lit of a grating produce their own wavelet which in 
the m-th order direction ha e a regular dela of "t' 11 = mAl e betw en any con ecutive pair. In the ca e 
of tationar illumination all the wavelet ould be imultaneou ly pre ent with the time d la amounting 
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only to a relative pha e delay and the grating function of Equation 4 i a reality to any detector. But 
when the incident radiation constitutes a hort pul e, like the one with only 103 optical cycle, one 
can not uperpo e more than q beam at a time, in the m-th order, where 

~t q 
c 

q (10) 
v 

or 

v~t = qm = 103 (11) 

(For m = 1, q = 103 and for m = 102
, q = 10). Then the maximum re olving power that one can 

obtain at the mo t opportune moment with either of the grating under di cus ion i 

v 
mq = 103 (12) 

~vG t! er.J ,.l.-
or 

t· 'L 

~vGt =~X 10-3 V = ~VF (13) 

(where the uffix t empha izes the fact that uch an effect is only tran ient) . Thu one might ay 
that the d namic reso!ving power of a grating to a hort pulse can not exceed that given by the 
Fourier decomposition band-width, ~VF' But thi i only a momentary phenomena that can be eparated 
only by exotic equipment like a picosecond treak·camera. In reality what happens at the cla ical 
pectral plane of the grating i a follow. Fir t, there i uniform energy due to one pulse from one 
lit for a period of time L'/I1; then there i a two-beam pattern for the same period "'(m; then there 

i a three-beam interference pattern for the arne period, and so on up to a (q - 1) beam pattern; 
then there is a q beam pattern for (IN - ql + 1) Lm ec and then back to (q - 1), (q - 2), .. " 2, 1, 
o beam pattern, each existing for a period of L1/t. The total integral expo ure i · 

E(m) 
in2nmq 

qi + 1) Lm -.-? -

In-nm 
(14) 

For an FP the expre ion j ver similar to above, except that the grating function sin2 /sin2 i replaced 
b the appropiate FP function (Roychoudhuri 197 Sb" 1976) 

1 + Fp in2nmp 
!!7 

p 1 + F in2nm 
(15) 

where !!7p, Fp and F are function of FP mirror tran mi ion and reflection characteri tic. 

Thu when our model of real physical superpo ition predict a pectral curve given by Equa
tion 14, the Fourier decompo ition model predict a convolution relation (5); they are not equivalent. 
The concept of the limiting dynamic resolving power (Equation 13) takes into account only the last 
term of Equation 14. The phy ical meaning of Equation 14, a has already been explained, i that 
one urn a large number of broad to narrow multiple-beam interference pattern; the re ultant will 
have a wide half-width, wider than the Fourier band width, and an appreciable energy in the tails. Thu 
our prediction i in direct di agreement with that of Fourier decompo ition method. So far, we have 
not carried out any direct experimental verification, but the existing publication do upport us to a 
limited degree. It is a common ob ervation (ee review article by Bradley et al. 1974) that a grating 
how a pectral width for pico econd pul es that i wider than the time bandwidth implie . Although 

the literature explain thi effect a exclu ively due to self-phase modulation at high energie of hort 
pul e , we believe that a part of it i due to the time evolving interference pattern described by our 
model of real phy ical uperpo ition. Further, a long tail in the recorded pectrum of pi co econd 
pulse can be een in many publication like Von Der Linde et al. (1970), although the point ha 
not been di cu ed explicitly in the literature. 

The arne in trumental function of Equation 14 is applicable to spontaneou pul e with random 
pha e for the interference effect between two different pul e average to zero. 

III. Are the Fourier 1YIonochromatic Components R eal? 

From the iewpoint of classical cau ality it i difficult to accept Fourier de ompo ition a a 
ph ical realit e peciall for interference pectro cop . Any ignal ha a finite velocity if we follow 
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the pecial theory of relativity; and light in vacuum ha the highe t velocity. Then an arbitrary shaped 
but finite ize pul e will need a finite time to pa through an FP or a grating. Further, ince an 
FP (a pair of beam splitter) or a grating (a regular array of transparent and opaque line, or a regular
ly displaced tack of glass Ii des or an equivalent) are inert y tem without any ignificant memory 
(to our knowledge) and are perfectly linear to electromagnetic fields, they can not perform Fourier 
decompo ition. Fourier decompo ition require a complete knowledge regarding the hape and duration 
of a pul e f(t)1 for the amplitude and pha e of each Fourier component are determined by the totality 
of information carried by f(t)1 

00 

F (v) S f(t) exp (2rtivt)dt ( 16) 

So, only systems with a pecial type of memory can carry out uch a detailed integration. It i the 
property of the polychromatic field modified in the pre ence of an FP or a grating and not due to 
any pecial property of the e in truments that the energy corre ponding to different optical frequen
cie i separated. aturally, the respon e of the e in trument regarding their capability to eparate 
different frequencies will be different for teady state and transient illurnination . Further, we do know 
that the mathematical decompo ition into inu oidal component i not unique. It can be decompo ed 
into other functional form al o. Then which decom po ition i phy ical and which i metaphy ical? For 
example, Van der Pol (1953, Van Name, 1954) ha hown that a aw-toot.h wave can be decompo ed 
into a et of either orthogonal square waves or inu oidal waves. 

But let u a ume, for the ake of argument, that the Fourier component exi t in reality. 
Then, i there a way to demon trate it with a linear ystem? We know that when two collimated beam 
of the arne frequency and of teady relative pha e interfere, they produce three dimen ional planar 
fringe of cosine energy di tribution, but only ill the region of real phy ical uperpo ition. The e 
fringe are stationary in space. But if one of the beam ha a different effective frequency but other
wi e teady pha e relation with the other, the planar fringe move with a velocity proportional to the 
frequency difference (beat) in a perpendicular direction keeping them elves parallel to each other. If 
one ha a erie of beam, in tead of two, one can see harp multiple-beam fringe, in tead of the 
wide co ine type, which are tationary in pace for ingle frequency and move teadily in the u ual 
orthogonal direction if their effective frequencies differ [rom each other by a regularly varying factor. 
Thi la t experiment can be imulated ea ily u ing a Fabry-Perot illuminated by a narrow la er beam 
incident at an angle at one end of the mirror pair (Roychoudhuri 1975c). Then the FP produce a 
erie of multiply reflected beams spatially eparate but parallel to each other (Figure 2). A len can 

Fig. 2. A narrow laser beam inrident on a FabTy-PeTot at an angle e produces many pamllel re flected beams. They 
can be superposed by a lens to frroduce multiple-beam interference fringes. These fringes move latemlly when one 

of the mi,'rors is given a velocity. 

focu thi serie of beam to produce sharp fringes. ow, if one of the mirror i given a teady velo
cit V

1 
the beam which come out after n reflection from the mo ing mirror ha a Doppler- hifted 

frequency 

( 
2v co 8)?t 

Vn = Vo 1 + c (17) 

where e the angle of incidence of the la er beam. The effect of uch a Doppler hift i to make 
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the harp planar fringe move in a direction perpendicular to them elves with a velocity proportional 
to v. 

With thi background, we can argue that if the Fourier components of a pul e were real, then 
after pa ing through a plane grating each of the component frequencie hould propagate in a differ
'ent direction, 

b in en = mAn = mc/ vn (18) 

where b i the grating con tant and m i the order of diffraction. If all these diffracted frequencie are 
uperpo ed by an imaging len (Figure 3), then they hould produce the usual harp planar fringe 

a 

Fig. 3. If the Fourier monochromatic component exist in reality they should be diffracted at variou angles by a 
grating. If they are uperposed again, the beat ignal should how tip a a lateral movement of the interference fringes. 

moving in a direction perpendicular to their own plane. The effect hould be observable with proper 
arrangements if the Fourier components are real for they must have a teady pha e relation to each 
other by Fourier transform relation. We hope to report in the near future ome experiment along 
the e lines. 

Let u come back to the ba ic concept of interference spectro copy with FPs and gratings. Both 
of them ample the incident beam to produce a trajn of beam with a regular path delay (Figure 4) 
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Fig. 4. Interference spectrometers like Fabry-Perots and gratings replicate the incident beam into a train of regularly 
delayed (say f).) beams. Real physical interference of this train of beams is the reason behind separation of energies 
due to different (really) existing frequencies. The free speclTal range i el f). = vim and the resolving power is Nf).IA. 

= roN, where m is the order of interference and is the number of interfering beams. 
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either through ampliLude divi ion (FP) or wa e front divi ion (grating.) l( the path delay between 
an pair of con ecuLiv beam i /1, the free 'pectral range, 

c c v 1 
() V!s l ' = - = - = - = -

/1 mA m 1",n 
(19) 

and the re olving power, 

N/1 v 
PA= =mN= A ()V 

(20) 

where i the number of line for a grating and roughly twice the fine e number for an FP. he 
energie corre ponding to different freq uencie can eparate in pace u[ficientl clearly (locally or 
permanently) through pha e matching only when all the N amp led beam interfere in the real 
phy i al en e or make an N-th order correlation in real pace. So a linear interference pectrometer 
can not gi e ri e to energie for non-exi tent frequencie like Fourier component. But pha e modula
tion of an incident pul e will shift the "po ition" of the energy maximum even for the arne frequency, 
gi ing ri e to an apparently different frequency for the interference pectrometer. hu we can not 
di tingui h between the 'true" frequenc of the electromagnetic wave an 1 the 0 called in tantaneou 
frequen y of the field (Mandel 1974, Gupta 1976) given by the time derivative of the total effecti e 
pha e factor. 

At thi point we would like to mention the finding of Mandel (1974) that the in tantaneou 
frequencies and til Fourier frequencie do not corre pond to each other, in general. But Mandel i 
of the opinion that Fourier component frequencies are relevant for interference pectro copy and in-
tantaneou frequencie for h terodyne pectro cop . We believe that it i alwa the in tantaneou fre· 

quency that i rele ant in any interference experiment, although we an mea ure only the time-average 
of the in tantaneou ' freq uen y due to the lack of an in tantaneou detector. re ultant electromag· 
netic field, produced b whichever kind of interference, can have no knowledge a to whether the 
. quare·law c1ete tor pIa ed at the region of uperposition, i connected to mea ure the low frequenc 
beat ignal (heterod ne pectroscopy) or to record only the time average patial energy di tribution 
( 0 aIled interference pectro copy; in the latter ca e the beat ignal i equi alent to lateral mo ement 

of interferen e fringe that widen the time average fringe). 

Let u come back to the FP experiment (Figure 2) to empha ize our point. uppo e the in
cidenL la er ha more than one longitudinal mode and the are independent in the en e that their 
arbitrar pha factor ' ar randomly irre pective of each other and give ri e to the finite width of a 
la er line. hu th output laser beam ha 'teady energies at everal eparate mean frequencie (in 
the ' in tantaneou " en e); no tead beat exi t . Then all the multiply reflected beam (Figure 2) 
are carrying all the longitudinal mode (mean frequencie) imultaneou ly. 0 eparation of frequen
cie ha taken place becau e there i, 0 far, no real phy ical uperpo ition. But at the focu of the 
len "here all the beam are combined, the effect of interference pectro cop come into exi tence and 
the exi ting frequencie are patiaH eparated. hi eparation exi t within the region of uperposition 
and not beyond. Tbi can be verified iIDI I b pu tting a tilted ground gla at the focal region with 
the plane urface of the glas toward the FP. part of the amplitude of each beam i re(lected and 
the e amplitude propagate a independent beam a before, carrying all the frequencie un eparaL d 
in ea h of them. Whereas the other part of the amplitude produce an energy di tribution due to 
interference of all the beam that will be cattered by the rough urface. n enlarged ima e of thi 

attered radiation clearly how fringe due to each longitudinal mode (of cour e, the FP mu t ha e 
the ne e sal' r '01 ing power which is not ver tri ngent; ee Roychoudhuri and oble 1975). In thi 
ame focal plane one can put a quare law detector, in tead of the ground gla , and connect it to 

appropriate electroni device to do heterod ne (homodyne) analy i . For example, with an ultrafa t 
electronic y t m, one hould be able to detect the rate of pha e fluctuation of each mode be ide the 
much lower information, the beat between mode and the beat between the beat. 

he type of interference experiment de cribed in Figure 2 corre pond to a ituation where the 
redi tribution of energy due to interfer nee i onl local; the independence of the individual beam 
beyond the uperpo ition region i pre erved. Mo t interferometer arranged to produ e man fringe 
corre pond to thi ituation. However, grating with large in the far field, two beam interferometer 
et for zero-fringe and FP illuminated by a collimated beam or an FP illuminated by an beam but 

with the mirror ver clo e and e pecially, with high reflectivity, how a permanent redi tribution of 
energy due to interference. Further detail will be reported el ewhere. 

IV. Conclusion 

, e have hown from the fir t principle that the grating and Fabry-Perot pattern due to hort 
pul e o( light ha e width and tail energ greater than that predicted by the Fourier decompo iLion 
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technique. We ha e o[[ered a indirect upport orne of the experimental finding by other people. Then 
we have de cribed an experiment which might be able to te t whether the Fourier monochromatic 
component ph icall exi t. But from the very tructure of Fourier decompo ition integral and the 
principle of cau alit , we believe that corre ponding monochromatic components can not be experienced 
b linear tern like Fabr -Perot · and gTatings. In the process of these argument, we found that 
the 0 called in tantaneou frequen (the time derivative of the total pha e factor), rather than tlie 
Fourier frequenc , corresponds more d o ely to the interference experiments. 
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